


WEEK 1 Vlieg met twee Vlerke: LiefdeVOLbewus!

WEEK 2 Ons Gedagtewerêld en Liggaamlandskap.

WEEK 3 Bemagtigende Mindfulness Mentaliteite.

WEEK 4   Beweging na die Moeilike toe.

WEEK 5 Maak die meeste van elke Wondermoment.

WEEK 6 ‘n Florerende daaglikse lewe met Mindfulness.

ses weke Mindfulness pad:





"



DABDA



Our hearts break, but our hearts also heal. 

The rope that pulls us                                                   from heartbreak 
to healing is

love & awareness





Every goodbye is a moment of connection. 
Grief teaches us how very attached we are. 

We don’t want to let go of anything, 
but through grief, we learn to love 

and appreciate what we’ve had and lost
—friends, family, a way of life, a job, 

our youth, we grieve it all. 
Grief is heavy, painful, difficult, and powerful!







“If I am what I have

and if I lose what I have

who then am I? 

- Erich Fromm







"I have a body, but I am not my body. I can see and feel my body, and what 
can be seen and felt is not the true Seer. My body may be tired or excited, 
sick or healthy, heavy or light, but that has nothing to do with my inward I. 

I have a body, but I am not my body." 
"I have desires, but I am not my desires. I can know my desires, and what 

can be known is not the true Knower. Desires come and go, floating 
through my awareness, but they do not affect my inward I. I have desires, 

but I am not desires." 
"I have emotions, but I am not my emotions. I can feel and sense my 

emotions, and what can be felt and sensed is not the true Feeler. Emotions 
pass through me, but they do not affect my inward I. I have emotions, but 

I am not emotions." 
"I have thoughts, but I am not my thoughts. I can know and intuit my 

thoughts, and what can be known is not the true Knower. Thoughts come 
to me and thoughts leave me, but they do not affect my inward I. I have 

thoughts, but I am not my thoughts." 



“I Am Not I”
I am not I.   

I am this one.
walking beside me whom I do not see,
whom at times I manage to visit,
and whom at other times I forget;
who remains calm and silent while I talk,
and forgives, gently, when I hate,
who walks where I am not,
who will remain standing when I die.
BY JUAN RAMÓN JIMÉNEZ - TRANSLATED BY ROBERT BLY





Two Arrows

• ‘If a person is struck by an arrow, is it painful? If the 

person is struck by a second arrow, is it even more 

painful?’

• ‘In life, we can’t always control the first arrow. However, 

the second arrow is our reaction to the first. This second 

arrow is optional.’



Formule vir Swaarkry



“Allow pain to be.  Full attention is full acceptance. 
Facing deep pain and allowing it to be. 

The way of the Cross: Enlightenment through 
suffering.  The worst thing in your life, your cross, 

turns into the best thing that ever happened to you.  
By forcing you to surrender, in to “death”, forcing 

you to become nothing, so God becomes all! 
Enlightenment through suffering.  

Saying “yes” to what is. “
E Tolle

















Mag jou pyn die sandkorrel wees wat tot ‘n pêrel lei!




